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This session was focused on the role of technology in the architectural profession and how it is
disrupting the current workflows with clients and shaping future of our work. The emergence of data
driven design, parametrics, VR and BIM are promising new technologies, yet the profession has yet to
fully integrate and embrace these tools. The architectural profession is evolving, yet it has remained
relatively the same over the past decade. By exploring and understanding the impact of emerging
technologies and the benefit they can provide, there is potential to radically reshape and enhance the
design process, business models, collaboration and delivery methods.
Presentation #1: Data Driven Design
David Johnson, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Vice President, Higher Ed Practice Strategist, SmithgroupJJR
The first session began with a presentation by David Johnson and his journey at SGJJR that made him a
thought leader and designed with data. Designing with data goes beyond algorithms, automation and
analytics to drive innovation in both design outcomes and process. David presented 101 of Data driven
design by dividing the presentation into three parts: why it matters, fluency and consistency in data,
and lastly, types and scales of data. Data in designing, for him, meant as a platform for discovery rather
than proving what we already know, as a medium to communicate, and it offered him a way to relate
to clients. His background in anthropology had created a strong foundation of understanding data and
applying it fluently and consistently across all his projects. David stressed the fact that data driven
designers should learn these basics and focus on at least one of the data collection research themes
like material products, performance, process, urban, socio‑spatial.
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Throughout his career, David has worked with various data types like program/design data ‑
benchmarking, built environment ‑ social spatial analysis, and human experience driven ‑ wellbeing. In
higher education, David engaged with clients on scales from enterprise (most data) to room (least
data). David approached this as the data collection method should be based on the data solution. He
gave various examples to explain this concept. In this data driven world, he reminded the designers to
only use absolute amount of data and ask the clients minimum amount of data that would answer the
questions. David concluded by recommending the data driven designer to frame questions for data,
know which tools to use and create a language of data ‑ spatial for architects.
Presentation #2: VDC
John Jurewicz, LEED AP, Leader Technical Optimization, Walbridge Technologies LLC

The next session was a presentation by John Jurewicz from Walbridge about Virtual Design
Construction (VDC). John’s presentation focused on what’s possible today and where is the industry
moving. John provoked the designers to think about the delivery process traditionally (drawing based),
today (model based) and in the future (what’s next). Today, VDC uses tools and technology like Revit,
VR & AR. John and his company were working on more design build projects this year, compared to
last year. And, according to him, VDC offers better opportunities to partner with designers. John and
his team are using various scanning/measuring tools that were created using point cloud data, like ‑
AVVIR, Precision Hawk, Hangar, iQ3 with VR, NearMap, Drone view. John had explored these and many
more upcoming technologies and have been making the design process faster, smarter and more
efficient. John and his team understood what matters most to clients, and were using 4D scheduling
that was not only time based but tied with cost. John understood the need for VDC and the challenges
that lay ahead. John concluded by painting the future of design and AEC industry as being smarter,
empowered, and accurate. John believed, VDC will allow designers be more creative by reducing the
menial tasks.
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Group Activity: VR Demo / Group Discussion
Andrew LeTourneau, Gensler

Following the two presentations, Andrew demonstrated VR using HTC Vibe and offered free chance for
a hands on learning. The activity was extremely interactive and supported by group discussion on using
virtual or other mixed realities as an immersive experience tool. Andrew believed it not only enabled
to communicate better with clients but also allowed the designers to coordinate and design in real
time. The discussions were centered around how everyone in different firms and industries had used
VR with Revit or other tools to make the design process seamless, what the implications and
challenges were of using this, and what more could be achieved using VR.
Presentation #3: Computational Design
Pierre Roberson, Rossetti and Leland Curtis, SmithgroupJJR
The last presentation of the day by Pierre and Leland on the topic of Computational Design ‑ which is a
combination of Data and Automation. They focused on the idea of how the power of computation was
not well explored today, and what it holds for the future. They believed that Dynamo and Grasshopper
were the platform for computation in the future. They introduced the concept of “Parametric” design ‑
which was simply Data based on certain rules. They presented the three stages of this computation
design based on design problems ‑
Stage 1 ‑ automate tasks/process ‑ single problem solving
Stage 2 ‑ automate workflow ‑ assembly lines for practice
Stage 3 ‑ design space ‑ iterative based design process
To them, the stage 3 was the most fascinating that had most potential in the future of AEC industry
and made it “Super Architecture”. Design space contained all possible parameters + all solutions in that
space. They expanded on this by showing two examples using “Design explorer” and how that affected
the design decision making process. They illustrated over and over again, how AEC industry is limited
today using the current tools and how that does not allow to make fully informed decisions or
understand the trade‑offs between various design options. They described predictive analytics and
generative design thinking methods as well that are used in other industries a way of optimization and
find best possible solution. They offered various tips and tricks when using this platform based on their
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experience and knowledge. Pierre and Leland concluded by emphasizing the role of computation in
design and how it makes the process truly collaborative, innovative and integrated.
By the end of session#6, the scholars left with learnings from the leaders expanding the definition of
practice by disrupting their current design/delivery processes, brief understanding of various tools,
technologies and methodologies of design/delivery, and broader vision to design/deliver smartly in the
future.
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